MODERATOR’S MEETING
JOINT MEETING with BOARD OF SELECTMEN

MONDAY, MAY 6, 2019
9:00AM—10:30AM
GREAT HALL
AGENDA

9:00AM  Opening by Moderator including
  1. brief discussion about policy on disclosure of interest by speakers raised after ATM; and
  2. whether there are to be any changes in the order of articles on the warrant

9:10AM  For each article in the order in which they will be taken up:
  1. Who will make the motion?
  2. Who will be the presenter(s)—i.e; which Board(s), members and/or staff?
  3. Any outside presenters—developers etc?
  4. How much time will be required by each presenter?
  5. Will there be a power point or slide presentation? If so, submit in advance.
  6. Will there be any supporting (or opposing) documents on the handout table? If so, submit in advance.
  7. Is any organized opposition anticipated. If so, they will be recognized immediately after the Advisory recommendation with the amount of time required being determined in advance.
  8. Any potential conflict of interest issues that Moderator should be aware of?
  9. Any potentially extraneous or off-topic issues likely to come up?